
 

Leaf-cutter ant fungus gardens transform
during biomass degradation
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Leafcutter ants cultivate gardens of fungi and bacteria.Credit: Alejandro Soffia
Vega.

A team from Pacific Northwest National Laboratory and the Great
Lakes Bioenergy Research Center is using metabolomic and
metaproteomic techniques to examine the dynamics of nutrient turnover
in the gardens of leaf-cutter ants. These herbivores, which are found in
ecosystems throughout the Neotropics, feed on fungus gardens cultivated
on fresh foliar biomass.
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The team found that numerous free amino acids and sugars are depleted
throughout the process of biomass degradation, indicating that easily
accessible nutrients from plant material are readily consumed by
microbes in these ecosystems. Accumulation of cellobiose and lignin
derivatives near the end of the degradation process supports the research
team's previous characterization of lignocellulases produced by the
fungal cultivar of the ants.

Their results also suggest that derivatives of urea may be an important
source of nitrogen in fungus gardens, especially during nitrogen-limiting
conditions. No protein-free arginine ("free" arginine) was detected in the
team's metabolomic experiments, despite evidence that the host ants
cannot produce this amino acid, which is a key nutrient for the ants. This
suggests that biosynthesis of this metabolite may be tightly regulated in
fungus gardens. These results provide new insights into microbial
community-level processes that underlie this important ant-fungus
symbiosis.

"Although recent investigations have shed light on how plant biomass is
degraded as it moves through the strata of fungus gardens, the goal of
this study was to gain insight into the cycling of nutrients that takes place
in these specialized microbial ecosystems," said Dr. Kristin Burnum-
Johnson, a PNNL biochemist and co-author of a research paper that will
appear in Environmental Microbiology Reports.

Investigating metabolic transitions and biomass degradation in the ants'
cultivated fungus gardens yields important information about how these
insects influence terrestrial nutrient cycles. The findings show that
metabolomics can be a useful tool for understanding nutrient dynamics
in microbial ecosystems and disentangling the complex molecular details
that underlie multispecies associations.

To identify metabolites with a significant change in abundance between
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strata, the research team sampled the top and bottom sections of fungus
gardens from laboratory-reared Atta cephalotes ant colonies fed a
combination of oak and maple leaves. Then, the researchers analyzed
metaproteomic data previously generated from fungus gardens to
identify shifts in microbial physiology that corresponded to their
metabolomic observations.

Future work elucidating the extent of variation in metabolite profiles in
gardens of wild A. cephalotes colonies would provide important insights
into the consistency of the biomass degradation process in leaf-cutter
ants.
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